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The topographic site effect plays a vital role in controlling the characteristics of

earthquake ground motions. Due to its complexity, the factors affecting

topographic amplification have not been fully identified. In this study,

100 ground motion simulations generated by double-couple point sources

in the homogeneous linear elastic half-space are performed based on the 3D

(three-dimensional) Spectral Element Method, taking the Menyuan area of

Qinghai Province, China as a local testbed site. A relationship between

incident direction and the strength of topographic amplification has been

observed. The horizontal ground motion is affected by the back-azimuth,

which is typically chosen to be the direction from seismic station to seismic

source measured clockwise from north. Specifically, the east-west PGA (Peak

Ground-motion Acceleration) is significantly amplified when back-azimuth is

about 90° or 270°, and the north-south PGA is significantly amplified when

back-azimuth is around 0° or 180°. The vertical ground motion is affected by

the dipping angle, which is the angle from vertical at which an incoming seismic

wave arrives. The vertical PGA is strongly amplified when the seismic wave is

almost horizontally incident (e.g., dipping angle = 78°). A correlation study

between geomorphometric parameters and frequency-dependent

topographic amplification indicates that relative elevation and smoothed

curvature contain similar information, both of which are closely related to

the topographic amplification of horizontal components, but not the vertical

component. Our study reveals the influence of source and propagation path on

topographic amplification and provides a reference for considering the

topographic site effect in real engineering sites.
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Introduction

The topographic site effect refers to the scattering of seismic

waves by topographic irregularities, which generally manifests as

the ground motion amplified at the convex features such as

hilltops and deamplified at the concave features such as valleys.

The interaction between seismic waves and irregular topographic

features can be dramatic: a high peak ground acceleration (PGA)

of 1.78 g was recorded at the Tarzana hilltop stations during the

1994 Northridge earthquake (Bouchon and Barker, 1996;

Ashford and Sitar, 1997); A PGA of 1.25 g recorded by the

Pacoima Dam site during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake

(Trifunac and Hudson, 1971); For moderate earthquakes, severe

damage can also be partially attributed to the scattering effect of

topography (e.g., Kang et al. 2019).

Although empirical evidence pointing out the contributions

of topography do exist in various seismic scenarios (Hartzell

et al., 1994; Harris, 1998; Buech et al., 2010; Hough et al., 2010;

Pischiutta et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2014), topographic site effects

have received less attention compared with stratigraphic site

effects. Topographic site effects are often invoked to explain

abnormal ground motion amplitudes in local areas, and its

complexity makes the relevant research encounter challenges

in reproducing the amplification value accurately. More

specifically, the relevant information of the source,

propagation path, and engineering site are all covered in the

ground motion records. Among these, the site condition includes

stratified soil, topography, sedimentary basin structure, etc. To

perform quantitative analysis, the contribution of the topography

itself needs to be extracted separately from the ground motion

records, and the influence of source, stratified soil, and other

factors on the topographic amplification value cannot be ignored.

Asimaki and Mohammadi (2018) emphasized a non-linear

coupling between the amplification effects from surface

topography and subsurface stratified soil. The thickness, shear

wave velocity, damping ratio, and lateral heterogeneity of the

underlying geologic materials all affect the topographic

amplification (Assimaki and Gazetas, 2004; Assimaki et al.,

2005a; Assimaki et al., 2005b; Bouckovalas and Papadimitriou,

2005; Wang et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2020; Song et al., 2020). The

source and propagation path indirectly affect the topographic site

effect by determining the azimuth and frequency content of the

incoming wavefield, and there are few related studies. Using

three-dimensional finite difference methods, Mayoral et al.

(2019) indicates that for hill slopes, subduction earthquakes

led to deep failure surfaces, whereas normal events to shallow

failure surfaces.

At present, there are three kinds of methods to study the

topographic site effects: experimental method (e.g., Tucker et al.,

1984; Wood and Cox, 2016; Stolte et al., 2017), analytical and

semi-analytical method (e.g., Yuan and Liao, 1996; Paolucci,

2002) and numerical simulation methods (e.g., Boore, 1972; Geli

et al., 1988; Hartzell et al., 2017). The standard spectral ratio

(SSR) method (Borcherdt, 1970) is the spectral ratio of ground

motions between the target station and the adjacent reference

station. It is widely used in the study of topographic site effects

due to its ease of operation and clear physical context, but the

reference station needs to be located on the bedrock site and

cannot be affected by the adjacent topographic features, which

limits the amount of available ground motion data. The

Nakamura (HVSR, horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio)

method, which avoids the selection of the reference station by

using the horizontal to the vertical spectral ratio of the same

station to characterize site effects (Nakamura, 1989). However,

the topographic amplification of vertical ground motion reduces

the accuracy of the estimation of amplification. Some scholars

used microtremors to make up for the lack of ground motion

records (e.g., Stolte et al., 2017; La Rocca et al., 2020). Numerical

simulations also have helped augment the observational record,

but the numerical results are usually smaller than those of

experiments (Geli et al., 1988; Lovati et al., 2011). The reason

is that the underground shear wave velocity structure and soil

layer information are usually unclear, and the accuracy of the

elevation data used in the numerical simulation is also limited,

which greatly affects the accuracy of the numerical modeling

(Moore et al., 2011; Burjánek et al., 2012; Burjánek et al., 2014).

However, with the growth in computational capabilities, the

development of codes capable of handling complex

topographies, and more high-quality near-surface geologic

data available, it is becoming easier to directly model ground-

motion amplification due to topography. Some studies that

consider surface topography has obtained simulation results

that are in good agreement with observed ground motions

(Magnoni et al., 2013; Galvez et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021).

In this paper, we first adopt the spectral element method to

establish a ground motion synthetic database, and then explore

the influence of the incident direction of the incoming seismic

wavefield on the topographic amplification; in addition, the

correlation between geomorphometric parameters, which

commonly used to build the ground-motion models (GMMs),

and topographic amplification values have also been analyzed.

Finally, we discuss the physical mechanism behind the source-

site interaction and make recommendations for considering the

topographical site effect in real engineering sites.

Ground-motion synthetic database

A powerful and freely available spectral element software,

called SPECFEM3D, is adopted to generate the synthetic ground

motion data. The Spectral Element Method (SEM) enjoys the

geometrical flexibility of the Finite Element Method and the

accuracy of the Pseudo-Spectral Method. High-degree Lagrange

interpolants are used to express functions in SEM. Therefore, the

accuracy of the simulation can be ensured by adjusting the

polynomial degree and the representative element size. The
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polynomial degree is set to 4 in our study [following Komatitsch

et al., 2005; Igel, 2017; Yuan et al., 2021], which means one SEM

element per wavelength has been found to be accurate. As a

comparison, the spatial element size in some finite difference

methods must be smaller than approximately one-tenth to one-

eighth of the wavelength, which leads to a great number of

elements (e.g., Ma et al., 2021). The SEM allows for systematic

diagonalization of the mass matrix, which then allows for easy

parallelization.

Menyuan area, Qinghai Province, China is located northeast

of the Qinghai Tibet Plateau, with a great difference in elevation

and the average elevation is 2,866 m. The overall terrain is high in

the northwest, low in the southeast, high in the north and south,

and low in the middle. The north is adjacent to the Qilian

Mountains, and the Datong River Valley in the middle is

relatively flat. As shown in Figure 1A, the topography is

complex, including ridges, isolated hills, valleys, canyons, and

flat surfaces, which cover a large variety of topographic features

often present in real cases in which 3D site effects may occur.

Therefore, A 3D model with dimensions of 41 × 44 × 15 km3

surrounding the Menyuan area is established to understand the

mechanism of topographic site effect. The digital elevation data

comes from the ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM)

Version 3, with a spatial resolution of 1 arc-s (approximately 30-

m horizontal posting at the equator). 3,721 virtual receivers

(black dots in Figure 1B) are regularly distributed in a

30 × 30 km2 area that covers the main topographic features of

the computational domain. The ground motion of three

components [corresponding to east-west (X), north-south (Y),

and vertical (Z)] can be recorded by each receiver.

To isolate topographic site effects from heterogeneities in the

subsurface materials, we assume isotropic homogeneous linear

elastic half-space with properties given by Vp � 5600 m/s,

Vs � 3354 m/s, and ρ � 2636 kg/m3 (Brocher, 2005; Zuo and

Chen, 2018). Therefore, the grid size needs to be less than

670 m to simulate ground motion below 5 Hz. The size of the

lower grid cell is set to about 620 m, and the size of the upper grid

cell is about 210 m, as illustrated in Figure 2A. Two buffer layers

(a smoothed version of the surface topography) are introduced to

damped mesh distortions of the surface topography (Lee et al.,

2008) (Figure 2B). In addition, the mesh between the two buffer

layers is refined after balancing the computation cost and

accuracy of surface topography modeling.

100 Mw 4.5 double couple point sources with Gaussian

source time function are used as the input of simulations. The

focal mechanisms and locations of each source are randomly

generated by uniform distribution, and the rise time is obtained

by the empirical scaling relations (Somerville et al., 1999). It

should be noted that the rupture area ofMw 4.5 is generally about

2–3 km2 (Somerville et al., 1999; Leonard, 2010). The hypocenter

depth is limited to above 5 km to ensure the validity of the point

source hypothesis. Finding a suitable reference site is not an easy

task in the empirical method. But this problem can be easily

solved by numerical simulation. An SEM model with a flat

ground surface is adopted (the size, medium parameters, and

receiver locations of the model are consistent with the previous

model) to simulate the reference ground motion. All raw ground

motion records in our database need to be filtered by a 4th order

Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz

before subsequent analysis. Then the three-component ground

FIGURE 1
(A) Menyuan area elevation map and study region (red box); (B) Locations of the square array of 3,721 virtual receivers (black dots, one station
every 500 m).
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motion amplification factors of 3,721 receivers can be obtained

with the input of each double couple source.

Influence of incident direction on
topographic site effects

The amplification factor of PGA, AFPGA, is defined as the

PGA on the topography surface divided by the PGA on the flat

ground surface. The data set is divided into 360 subsets based on

different back-azimuths (taking 1° as the interval), and then the

relationship between the mean AFPGA of each subset

(Abbreviated as AFPGA BAZ) and the back-azimuth is

obtained, as shown in Figure 3. The LQT coordinate system is

obtained by rotating the XYZ coordinate system based on the

specified dipping angle and azimuth, and L, Q, and T represent

the polarization directions of P, SV, and SH waves respectively. It

can be observed that the AFPGA BAZ of the T component is

consistent with the Y component when the back-azimuth equals

to 90° or 270°, and consistent with the X component when the

back-azimuth equals to 0° (360°) or 180°, which demonstrates

that the coordinate rotation is correct.

For the LQT coordinate system (solid line in Figure 3), the

PGA of L and Q components is significantly amplified by the

topography, while the AFPGA BAZ of T component varies around

1.0. The topographic amplification value of SV wave exceeds

those of P wave. The curve shapes of L and Q components in

Figure 3 are similar, and they both have no obvious correlation

with the back-azimuth. For the XYZ coordinate system (dashed

line in Figure 3), the AFPGA BAZ of X component is relatively

larger when the back-azimuth is around 90° or 270°; the

AFPGA BAZ of Y component is relatively larger when the

back-azimuth is around 0° (360°) or 180°. Considering that

80% of the dipping angles in our database are greater than

FIGURE 2
(A) Global view of the 3D SEM model; (B) Buffer layer indicate by the red box in (A).

FIGURE 3
The relationship of AFPGA BAZ with back-azimuth, taking 1° as the interval. The solid black, red, and blue lines correspond to the L, Q, and T
components, respectively; the dashed black, red, and blue lines correspond to the X, Y, and Z components, respectively. The red vertical dashdot
lines are at 0° (360°), 90°, 180°, and 270°for reference.
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45°, the particle motion of P wave is mainly projected on the

horizontal plane, resulting in the ground motion amplification of

X component (or Y component) being more consistent with that

of L component (P wave) in the corresponding back-azimuth.

For example, since the topographic amplification of P wave is

stronger than that of SH wave, theAFPGA of X component will be

relatively higher when the particle motion direction of P wave

coincides with the X direction (back-azimuth=90° or 270°), and
relatively small when the particle motion direction of SH wave

coincides with the X direction (back-azimuth=0° or 180°).
The maximum AFPGA of one receiver with 100 source inputs

is defined as AFPGA MAX. The back-azimuths corresponding to

the AFPGA MAX in X, Y, and Z components of all 3,721 receivers

is counted, and the density distribution with an interval of 1° is
shown in Figure 4. The distribution of back-azimuths of the

overall database (red solid line) is uniform in the range of 0° to
360°. 41.6% of the AFPGA MAX in X component occurred in the

back-azimuth range of 90° ± 15° and 270° ± 15°, 55.1% of the

AFPGA MAX in Y component occurred in the back-azimuth

range of 0° ± 15° and 180° ± 15°. Compared with Figures 3, 4

further illustrates that theAFPGA MAX of horizontal components

are correlated with the back-azimuth.

The data set is also divided into 90 subsets based on different

dipping angles (taking 1° as the interval), the mean AFPGA of

each subset is defined as AFPGA DIP. The influence of dipping

angles on AFPGA is also shown in Figure 5. As expected, the

AFPGA DIP of Z component in Figure 5A (blue dashed line) is

close to that of the L component (black solid line) when dipping

angle is equal to 0° and close to that of the Q component (red

solid line) when the dipping angle is about 80°. Ding et al. (2017)

and Gu et al. (2017) analyzed the seismic ground motion of the

scarp topography, and reported that when the slope angle is

unchanged, for the inclined P waves, the amplification factor of X

component increases, while the amplification factor of Z

component decrease with the increase of dipping angle; for

the inclined SV waves, the amplification factor of X

component decrease, while the amplification factor of Z

component increase with the increase of dipping angle. The

reason for this phenomenon is also that the increase of the

dipping angle will make the P wave project more on the

horizontal plane and make the SV wave project more in the

vertical direction. It worth noting that topography itself has no

influence on dipping angle, but the combination of topographic

relief and different dipping angles leads to different forms of

ground motion amplification. Due to the amplification of P and

SV waves by topography, the AFPGA DIP of Z component

presents a shape of high on both sides and low in the middle.

It is worth noting that the double-couple point source and real

topographic surface are adopted in this study, so the situation is

more complicated than Ding et al. (2017) and Gu et al. (2017).

The dipping angle density distribution of the overall database

is mainly concentrated above 45° (red solid line in Figure 5B),

which leads to the particle motion of SV wave is mainly projected

in the vertical direction, so the AFPGA BAZ of Z component is

more consistent with that of Q component (SV wave). The

AFPGA BAZ of Z component is greater than that of horizontal

components due to that the topographic amplification of SV

wave is greater than that of the P and SH waves.

Figure 5B further indicates that the PGA of Z

component is strongly amplified when the incident seismic

FIGURE 4
The density distribution of back-azimuth. The black solid line represents the density distribution of the back-azimuth corresponding to the
AFPGA MAX of 3,721 receivers (From top to bottom: the X, Y, and Z components, respectively); the solid red line represents the back-azimuth density
distribution of the overall database.
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wave is approximately horizontal. For example, 74.5% of

the AFPGA MAX in Z component occurred in the

dipping angle range of 75° ± 5°, while only 24.8% of the

dipping angle in the overall database is in the range of

75° ± 5°.
Our simulation data show that the amplification of P and SV

waves is independent of back-azimuth, but correlates with

dipping angle. Taking the SV wave as an example, when the

dipping angle is smaller than 45°, the AFPGA DIP of Q

component is small; when the dipping angle is larger than

55°, the AFPGA DIP of Q component increases with the

dipping angle, and reaches the peak when the dipping angle is

about 78°, then decreases rapidly. This phenomenon may be

related to the scattering effect of topography, which will be

discussed in Discussion section.

Figure 6 represents the density distribution of the dipping angle

and the incidence angle, where the incidence angle refers to the angle

between the incident direction of seismic wave and the normal to the

topography surface at the location of the receiver. The incidence

angle in this study is also mainly above 45°, and the relationship

FIGURE 5
The influence of dipping angle on AFPGA . (A) The relationship of AFPGA DIP with dipping angle, taking 1° as the interval; (B) The density distribution
of dipping angle.

FIGURE 6
Density distribution of dipping angle (black solid line) and
incidence angle (red solid line) in the overall database.
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between PGA amplification factor and dipping angle is similar to

that of the incidence angle, so we will not repeat them here.

Correlation between
geomorphometric parameters and
topographic site effects

Topographic site effect prediction models based on

geomorphometric parameters have been established by

previous studies (Maufroy et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2020).

However, due to topographic site effects varying strongly with

the stratigraphy and material properties of the underlying

geologic material, some researchers believe that topographic

site effects cannot be well characterized by studying the effects

of ground surface geometry alone (Asimaki and Mohammadi,

2018; Pitarka et al., 2021). Based on the synthetic database, this

section studies the correlation between commonly used

geomorphometric parameters and topographic amplification

to explore whether this correlation can remain stable with

different incident directions. The relative elevation and

smoothed curvature are initially selected.

Relative elevation (Hr) is defined as the difference between

the elevation at a point on the surface and the mean elevation

within a specified neighborhood of the point. A circular

neighborhood with a radius r is used to compute the mean

elevation. A positive Hr of a point indicates that the point has a

higher elevation relative to the surrounding area, such as the

crest; a negativeHr of a point indicates that the point has a lower

elevation relative to the surrounding area, such as a valley or the

base of a ridge. Note that the value of Hr also depends on the

selection of r. The Hr is smooth and continuous with the

different r, and the Hr at a position may both have positive

and negative values. The r in this study is set to half of the seismic

wavelength, as shown in Eq. 1, where λ is the seismic wavelength

and the seismic frequency f ranges from 0.4 to 5 Hz with

intervals of 0.1 Hz. The minimum value of the frequency

range is limited by the size of the model. Our leftmost station

is 5500 m from the left boundary of the model. Therefore, the

radius we use to calculate the relative elevation cannot exceed

5500 m. Bring it into Eq. 1, and we can get the highest frequency

of 0.304 Hz. So we set the lower limit of the frequency range to 0.

4 Hz.The maximum value of the frequency range is limited by the

grid division. So we set the upper limit of the frequency range to

5 Hz.The variation range of r in this study is 335.4–4,192.5 m.

r � λ

2
� Vs

2f
(1)

Referring to AFPGA MAX, the mean AFPGA of one receiver

with 100 source inputs is defined as AFPGA MEAN. The Pearson

correlation coefficients (Abbreviated as PCC) between

AFPGA MEAN of different components and Hr by varying the

radius of surrounding circular area are shown in Figure 7A, in

which the PGA of Horizontal component (PGAhor) and 3D

component (PGA3D) are obtained following Eq. 2, in which

Acc(t) is the acceleration time history of ground motion and the

subscripts X, Y and Z indicate the corresponding components

respectively.

PGAhor � Maximum( �����������������
AccX(t)2 + AccY(t)2

√ )
PGA3D � Maximum( ��������������������������

AccX(t)2 + AccY(t)2 + AccZ(t)2
√ )

(2)
It can be observed from Figure 7A that the PCCs of all

components increase first and then decrease with r, and

AFPGA MEAN no longer correlate with Hr when r is large to a

certain extent, which demonstrates that for a specific site, its

topographic site effect (AFPGA) is affected by the surrounding

topographic features within a certain range, but not by the

topography at a long distance. The AFPGA MEAN of X and Y

components are found to have a strong correlation with the

relative elevation, but not that of Z component. Therefore, the

PCC of the horizontal component is greater than that of the 3D

component and reaches the peak of 0.64 when r is equal to 400

(red dot in Figure 7A). The increase ofAFPGA MEAN withHr can

be observed in the Figure 7B, which is consistent with our

expectation. That is, the amplification of ground motion is

easy to occurs near the crest with large Hr, while the de-

amplification generally occurs near the foot of the hill or

valley with small Hr.

Wang et al. (2018) also studied the correlation between

geomorphometric parameters and PGA amplification. They

used the vertically incident plane wave as the input ground

motion, without considering the variation of incidence angle.

After considering the incidence angle, Figure 7 shows that the

correlation is found to be weaker than that of Wang et al. (2018).

In addition, Figure 7 also indicates that it is hard to determine the

r when AFPGA MEAN and Hr is best correlated, and the

distribution of the scatter points in Figure 7B is quite

dispersed, which suggesting that topography-induced PGA

amplification cannot be accurately estimated by relying on

relative elevation alone.

Topographic amplification is frequency-dependent. The

ground motion spectral amplification in this study is defined

as AF(f), which varying with frequency f. The Fourier

amplitude spectrum O(f) is obtained by transforming the

acceleration time history Acc(t) from time domain to

frequency domain. The amplitude spectra of the horizontal

and 3D components are both obtained from the vector

amplitudes; that is, Ohor(f) �
���������������
OX(f)2 + OY(f)2

√
and

O3D(f) �
�����������������������
OX(f)2 + OY(f)2 + OZ(f)2

√
, respectively. Then

the spectrum is smoothed by a 0.2 Hz Parzen window. After

thatAF(f) can be obtained by dividing the Fourier amplitude

spectra of the receiver on the topography surface by the receiver

on the flat ground surface.
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We calculate the PCCs between AF(fi) of 3,721 receivers at
the sampling frequency fi and relative elevationHr with varying

r.When fi is unchanged, each r corresponds to a PCC. All PCCs

of fi can be obtained after traversing all r values, and the

relationship between the r value corresponding to the largest

PCC and the seismic wavelength λ at the fi is shown in

Figure 8A. It is found that when the seismic wavelength is

about 2.5 times the r, the AF(f) except for the Z component

is best correlated with the Hr, and the maximum PCC over

different seismic wavelengths is given in Figure 8B. Among all the

components, relative elevation Hr has the strongest correlation

with AF(f) of horizontal component and the weakest

correlation with AF(f) of Z component. The PCC between

AF(f) andHr is larger at low frequency (large wavelength) than

at high frequency (small wavelength), and the reason can be

attributed to two aspects: the first is the selection of r value. As

mentioned earlier, AF(f) and Hr are most correlated when the

wavelength is equal to 2.5 times r, but the r is set to half the

wavelength [see Eq. 1]. This means that in the high-frequency

band, the r corresponding to the maximum PCC will be outside

the range of r. For example, the wavelength of a 5 Hz seismic

wave in this study is 670.8 m, and the r corresponding to the

FIGURE 7
Correlation betweenAFPGA mean andHr . (A) PCCs of serval components obtained betweenHr and AFPGA MEAN; (B) The horizontal AFPGA MEAN and
Hr of the 3,721 receivers indicated by the red dot in (A).

FIGURE 8
The relationship between AF(f) and Hr ; (A) The relationship between wavelength and r when AF(f)and Hr is best correlated; (B) The maximum
PCCs over different seismicwavelengths. Solid lines of different colors in (A) and (B) correspond to different components (see legend in the upper left
for details), and the black dashed line in (A) indicates that the value of the abscissa is equal to the ordinate.
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maximum PCC should equal to 670.8/2.5 = 268.32 m, but the

minimum value of r is only 335.4 m. Second, the 4th order

Butterworth low-pass filter cannot completely filter out the

ground motion information above 5 Hz, and the accuracy of

numerical simulation may also decline in the high-

frequency band.

By comparing Figure 7A with Figure 8B, we can easily find

thatHr has stronger correlation with AF(f) than that of AFPGA.

We infer that the frequency-dependent topographic

amplification is closely related to the scale of topography:

large-scale features are correlated to amplification of low-

frequency waves, and small-scale features are correlated to

amplification of high-frequency waves. Hr with varying r

covers topographic feature information in different scales and

can better describe AF(f).
The surface curvature is defined as the second spatial

derivative of the elevation map. Following the work of

Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987), the Digital Elevation Model

(DEM) of the region E should be a rectangular matrix of evenly

spaced elevation values with space increment h, note that h

should be in the same units as the elevations in E (e.g., meters in

our study). The curvature at any point (xi, yi) is given by

C(xi, yi) � E″(xi, yi) ≈ − 2(δ + ε) × 100 (3)

In which δ and ε are second-order derivatives of elevation in

x and y components, which are approximated by finite

differences as

δ � 1
h2

[E(xi−1, yi) + E(xi+1, yi)
2

− E(xi, yi)] (4)

and

ε � 1
h2

[E(xi, yi−1) + E(xi, yi+1)
2

− E(xi, yi)] (5)

As shown in Table 1, the PCCs between smoothed curvature

andAFPGA is low. However, we can find that horizontal PCCs are

greater than that of vertical, which means that smoothed

curvature also mainly contains information of the horizontal

topographic amplification.

To characterize the spatial correlation between smoothed

curvature and ground-motion amplification as a function of

frequency, Maufroy et al. (2015) introduced a smoothing

operator, which is to convolve matrix C twice (one per

derivative) with a n × n unit matrix normalized by a factor n4.

The smoothed curvature Cs is given by

Cs � 1
n4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣C*⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
111 / 11n
..
.

1 ..
.

1n1 / 1nn

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠*⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 111 / 11n
..
.

1 ..
.

1n1 / 1nn

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

The characteristic length is defined as Ls � 2 × n × h.

According to Maufroy et al. (2015), the highest correlation

between frequency-dependent topographic amplification and

the smoothed curvature is reached when the curvature is

smoothed over a characteristic length equal to half of the S

wavelength, which is also confirmed in Figure 9A. In addition,

Figures 7–9 show that the geomorphometric parameters have the

best correlation with the horizontal topographic amplification

and the worst in the vertical component.

Based on the above analysis, it is easy to notice the strong

similarity between relative elevationHr and smoothed curvature

Cs. Rai et al. (2016) demonstrated that Hr and Cs are highly

correlated. Wang et al. (2018) took Hong Kong Island as a local

testbed site and used a square neighborhood with the length

defined as Lh to calculateHr. They found that the best correlation

between Hr and Cs is obtained when Lh � 1.5 × Ls and the

corresponding coefficient of determination R2 is as high as 0.94.

Based on the DEM of this study, the relationship between relative

elevation and smooth curvature is analyzed. As shown in

Figure 10, the R2 between Hr and Cs in this study is as high

as 0.975 when Ls � 1.25r. Considering that a circular area of

radius r is used in this study, Figure 10 is consistent with Wang

et al. (2018). In addition, Figure 10 further indicates that the

strong correlation betweenHr and Cs is not limited by the study

area, which means that relative elevation and smooth curvature

with given length scales represent the same information of the

topography. The initially acquired surface topography data is

usually unprocessed digital elevation data, and considering the

algorithmic complexity, relative elevationHr is recommended as

a proxy for topographic site effects.

Discussion

The influence of the incident direction of seismic waves on

the topographic site effect is revealed in this work based on a large

number of 3D numerical simulations, which is useful for us to

explain the spatial distribution characteristics of ground motion.

However, the applicability of these findings in real earthquake

scenarios needs to be discussed.

The homogeneous velocity model introduced in this study

leads to some discrepancies between the numerical simulation

results and the real earthquake cases, one of which is the

difference in dipping angle. In real earthquake scenarios, the

shear velocity increase with depth whether it is homogeneous

rock or unconsolidated sediments (Kanamori and Schubert,

2015). Based on Snell’s law, when the seismic wave is

transmitted from the larger shear velocity medium to the

smaller shear velocity medium, the direction of the refracted

TABLE 1 PCCs between smoothed curvature and AFPGA.

Components X Y Z Horizontal 3D

PCCs 0.31 0.26 0.07 0.31 0.23
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wave will approach the normal direction. Even if the initial

dipping angle is very large, the propagating path of the

seismic wave will become approximately vertical in the near-

surface after several refractions. Since seismic waves do not

refract in the medium with uniform shear velocity (e.g.,

numerical models used in this work), the dipping angle of

seismic waves at the ground surface will be much larger than

that in the real world. Based on the discussion of Figure 5 above,

the larger dipping angle is part of the reason why the AFPGA of

vertical component is greater than that of the horizontal

components, while investigation of historical earthquakes

generally shows that topography has a much larger ground

motion amplification effect on the horizontal components

than on the vertical component. The relationship between

back-azimuth and the strength of topographic amplification

should be available at bedrock sites [such as Classes A in

NEHRP (National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program)

Site Classification] under shallow earthquakes with large

hypocenter distances (The point source assumptions). While

the point source assumption is not met, there is not a clear

relationship between the back-azimuth and the degree of

amplification (e.g., Stone et al., 2022).

Numerical simulations and model experiment show that

the scattering of body waves to surface waves can be induced by

topographic features in homogeneous linear elastic half-space

(Gangi and Wesson, 1978; Boore et al., 1981; Ohtsuki and

Harumi, 1983; Li and Liao, 2002). We also confirm the existence

of converted surface wave based on the spectral element

method, see Supplementary Material document for details.

The dipping angle may be related to the strength of the

generated surface wave. Li and Liao (2002) indicates that the

top corner of cliff scatter stronger Rayleigh wave under inclined

body waves than vertical body waves and the maximum

amplitude of converted Rayleigh wave is about 1.1 times of

the free field surface displacement. Assimaki et al. (2005a)

demonstrated that all the incident energy with the critical

incidence angle (i.e., arcsin(VS/VP
) for Poisson’s ratio of the

elastic medium is 0.35) practically transforms into surface

waves. Tsai et al. (2017) and Kang et al. (2019) also

indicated that large incidence angles increase the possibility

of surface wave generation. We speculate that the increase of

dipping angle will strengthen the converted surface wave, and

then the constructive interference between the generated

FIGURE 9
The relationship between AF(f) and Cs; (A) The relationship between wavelength and Ls when AF(f)and Csis best correlated; (B) The maximum
PCCs over different seismic wavelengths. Solid lines of different colors in (A,B) correspond to different components (see legend in the upper left for
details), and black dashed line in (A) indicates that the value of the abscissa is equal to the ordinate.

FIGURE 10
Coefficients of determination between relative elevation and
smoothed curvature with various r and Ls.
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surface wave and the direct SV wave results in the strong

amplification of L and Q components. Since the total energy

remains unchanged, the amplification factors of T component

become decrease.

Although numerical simulations alone are not as powerful

as simulations used in conjunction with real data, it is currently

one of the best ways to understand the mechanisms of

topographic site effects. The role of different factors in

controlling the highly variable amplification effects is

unclear, and the numerical simulation methods are very

flexible and can solve these problems to a certain extent.

Previous studies have built appropriate models according to

the research targets to study the influence of a specific factor on

the ground motion (e.g., Lee et al., 2009a; Lee et al., 2009b). It is

difficult to explore the influence of back-azimuth on

topographic site effect based on real data. The challenges are

mainly manifested in two aspects: the first is there are many

limitations when selecting a reference station, which is related

to the reliability of the topographic amplification factors. The

second is that there should be enough historical ground motion

records. To ensure the robustness of the conclusion, at least one

or two historical earthquakes are required in every 1° back-

azimuth. However, with the construction of stations and the

increase of observation records, our conclusions are expected to

be verified in the future.

We found that the relative elevation is indeed closely

related to the horizontal ground motion amplification, but

even for the idealized numerical model used in this paper, this

correlation still shows a certain discreteness, which imposes a

challenge to the accuracy of the GMM; on the other hand,

post-earthquake disaster assessment generally focuses on

specific sites that including both muti-layer subsurface

structures and topographic features, which imposes a

challenge to the applicability of the GMM. Therefore, we

plan to classify the topographic features based on the

geomorphometric parameters, and then combine it with the

site classification (e.g., NEHRP site classification) to evaluate

the ground motion amplification level in the real

engineering site.

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the influence of back-azimuth and

dipping angle on the topographic amplification based on the

ground motion synthetic database constructed by the spectral

element method. In addition, the correlation between

geomorphometric parameters (relative elevation and

smooth curvature) and frequency-dependent topographic

amplification value is also analyzed. For the isotropic

homogeneous numerical model with double couple point

sources as the input, the following conclusions can be

obtained:

(1) When the dipping angle is smaller than 45°, topography has
a strong amplification effect on P waves; When the dipping

angle is greater than 45°, topography has a strong

amplification effect on SV wave, followed by P wave, and

it has the least amplification effect on SH wave.

(2) When the dipping angle is large, the topographic

amplification of P wave is more projected on the

horizontal components. More specifically, When the

back-azimuth angle is around 90° or 270°, the PGA

amplification of the X component increases obviously;

when the back-azimuth is around 0° or 180°, the PGA

amplification of the Y component increases obviously.

The PGA amplification of Z component is independent of

the back-azimuth and similar to that of SV wave.

(3) The relative elevation and smoothed curvature cover the

same information of topography, Considering the

algorithmic complexity, relative elevation is

recommended as a proxy for topographic site effects.

(4) The correlation of geomorphometric parameters (relative

elevation and smoothed curvature) with spectral

amplification is stronger than that of geomorphometric

parameters with PGA amplification.

(5) The relative elevation and smoothed curvature are both

closely related to the horizontal topographic amplification,

but independent of that in the vertical component.
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